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Figure 1: The Bayer CFA structure.

Abstract

This paper presents a new joint demosaicing and arbitrary-ratio re-
sizing algorithm for mosaic images. By using the adaptive het-
erogeneity projection masks and Sobel- and luminance estimation-
based masks, the extracted edge information is utilized to construct
the fully populated green color plane, green-red color difference
plane, and green-blue color difference plane. Then, based on the
composite cosine transform (DCT) technique, the above three con-
structed planes are resized to the arbitrary sized ones. Further, the
resized red and blue color planes are constructed. Based on twenty-
four popular testing mosaic images, the proposed resizing algo-
rithm has better image quality performance when compared with
two native algorithms.

Keywords: Arbitrary-ratio resizing algorithm, Color difference,
Color filter array, DCT, Demosaicing algorithm, Digital cameras.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most digital cameras use a single sensor array to capture the color
information based on Bayer color filter array (CFA) structure [1]
which is depicted in Figure 1. In Bayer CFA structure, each pixel in
the captured image has only one of the three primary colors and this
kind of image is called the mosaic image. Because the green (G)
color plane is the most important factor to determine the luminance
of the color image, half of the pixels in Bayer CFA structure are
assigned to G color plane; the red (R) and blue (B) color planes
share the remaining parts evenly.

Since each pixel in the mosaic image has only one color compo-
nents, the two missing color components for one color pixel should
be recovered as best as possible and such a recovering process is
called the demosaicing process which has been studied extensively
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Besides the demosaicing issue, how to resize mosaic
images is another important research issue. The terms “resize” and
“zoom” are used exchangeably. Some resizing algorithms for mo-
saic images have been developed [6, 7]. Unfortunately, all of them
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only focus on the quad-zooming process.

In this paper, a new joint demosaicing and arbitrary-ratio resizing
algorithm for mosaic images is presented. Utilizing the the adap-
tive heterogeneity projection masks and the Sobel- and luminance
estimation-based (SL-based) masks [4], the edge information can
be extracted from the mosaic image directly and accurately. Then,
based on the color difference concept and the composite length
DCT [8], the mosaic image can be demosaiced and resized to obtain
arbitrary-ratio sized full color images. Based on twenty-four popu-
lar testing mosaic images, the proposed algorithm has better image
quality performance when compared with two native algorithms.

2. THE PROPOSED NEW JOINT DEMOSAIC-
ING AND ARBITRARY-RATIO RESIZING ALGO-
RITHM FOR MOSAIC IMAGES

Before performing the proposed resizing algorithm, the tuned hori-
zontal heterogeneity projection value HP ′H(i, j) and the tuned ver-
tical heterogeneity projection values HP ′V (i, j) are computed by
Adaptive heterogeneity projection, and then the horizontal gradient
response ∆IH

dm(i, j), the vertical gradient response ∆IV
dm(i, j),

the π
4

-diagonal gradient response ∆I
π
4

dm(i, j), and the −π
4

-diagonal

gradient response ∆I
−π
4

dm (i, j) are computed by SL-based masks
[4]. Our proposed algorithm consists of the following three stages:
(1) interpolating the mosaic G plane to construct the fully popu-
lated G plane by using the edge-sensing interpolation estimation;
(2) interpolating the mosaic G-R and G-B color difference planes to
construct the fully populated G-R and G-B color difference planes,
respectively; (3) resizing the three constructed planes mentioned
above to obtain the arbitrary-ratio size ones, and then based on the
three resided planes, recovering the resized R and B planes to ob-
tain arbitrary-ratio resided full color image.

2.1 Stage 1: Interpolating the mosaic G plane

In this subsection, the interpolation for the mosaic G plane Ig
mo to

obtain the fully populated G plane Ig
dm by using the edge-sensing

demosaicing algorithm is presented.

For exposition, let us take the central pixel at position (i, j) in Fig-
ure 1 as the representative to explain how to estimate the G color
value Ig

dm(i, j) from its four neighboring pixels with movement
Ωg = {(x, y)|(x, y) = (i ± 1, j), (i, j ± 1)}. First, according
to the tuned horizontal heterogeneity projection value HP ′H(i, j)
and vertical heterogeneity projection value HP ′V (i, j) of the cur-
rent pixel, three cases, namely the horizontal variation as shown in
Figure 2(a), the vertical variation as shown in Figure 2(b), and the
other variations as shown in Figure 2(c), are considered in the in-
terpolation estimation phase for Ig

mo(i, j). The arrows in Figure 2
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Figure 2: Data dependence of our proposed interpolation estima-
tion for Ig

mo(i, j). (a) Horizontal variation (vertical edge). (b) Ver-
tical variation (horizontal edge). (c) The other variations.

denote the relevant data dependence.

Further, in order to estimate Ig
dm(i, j) more accurately, four proper

weights in terms of the gradient magnitude are assigned to the cor-
responding four pixels in the interpolation estimation phase. Con-
sidering the neighboring pixel located at position (i − 1, j), if
the vertical gradient magnitude is large, i.e. there is a horizon-
tal edge passing through it, based on the color difference assump-
tion [5], it reveals that the G component of this pixel makes less
contribution to estimate that of the current pixel; otherwise, it re-
veals that the G component of this pixel makes more contribu-
tion to estimate that of the current pixel. According to the above
analysis, the weight of the pixel at position (i − 1, j) is given
by wg(V, i − 1, j) = 1

1+∆IV
dm

(i−2,j)+2∆IV
dm

(i−1,j)+∆IV
dm

(i,j)
.

By the same argument, the weights of the other three neighbors
are determined by wg(V, i + 1, j) = 1

1+
∑2

k=0 δk∆IV
dm

(i+k,j)
,

wg(H, i, j − 1) = 1
1+

∑2
k=0 δk∆IH

dm
(i,j−k)

, wg(H, i, j + 1) =
1

1+
∑2

k=0 δk∆IH
dm

(i,j+k)
, respectively, where δk = 2 if k = 1;

δk = 1, otherwise. Consequently, the value of Ig
dm(i, j) can be

estimated by

Ig
dm(i, j) = Ib

mo(i, j) +

∑
(d,x,y)∈ξg

wg(d, x, y)Dgb(x, y)
∑

(d,x,y)∈ξg
wg(d, x, y)

ξg =





ξ1 if HP ′V (i, j) < αHP ′H(i, j)
ξ2 if HP ′H(i, j) < αHP ′V (i, j)
ξ1 ∪ ξ2 otherwise

where ξ1 = {(V, i ± 1, j)} and ξ2 = {(H, i, j ± 1)};
for (d1, x1, y1) ∈ ξ1, Dgb(x1, y1) = Ig

mo(x1, y1) −
1
2

∑
k∈{±1} Ib

mo(x1+k, y1); for (d2, x2, y2) ∈ ξ2, Dgb(x2, y2) =

Ig
mo(x2, y2)− 1

2

∑
k∈{±1} Ib

mo(x1, y1 +k); the parameter α is set
to α = 0.55 empirically.

Finally, the refinement approach, which combines the concepts of
the local color ratios [4] and the proper weighting scheme based
on the gradient magnitude, is used to refine the fully populated G
plane. For the current pixel at position (i, j), its G value Ig

dm(i, j)
can be refined by the following rule:

Ig
dm(i, j) =

− β + (Ib
mo(i, j) + β)

∑
(d,x,y)∈ξ′g

δ(d,x,y)wg(d, x, y)Rgb(x, y)
∑

(d,x,y)∈ξ′g
δ(d,x,y)wg(d, x, y)

where ξ′g = {(H, i, j), (V, i, j), (H, i, j ± 1), (V, i ± 1, j)};

Rgb(x, y) =
I

g
dm

(x,y)+β

Ib
mo(x,y)+β

; δ(d,x,y) = 1
2

if (d, x, y) ∈
{(H, i, j), (V, i, j)}; δ(d,x,y) = 1, otherwise; the parameter β is
set to β = 256 empirically.

After performing the above the edge-sensing interpolation estima-
tion, the fully populated G plane can be constructed. In next sub-
section, the fully populated G plane will be used to assist the inter-
polation of the mosaic G-R and G-B color difference planes.
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Figure 3: The pattern of the mosaic G-R color difference plane.

2.2 Stage 2: Interpolating the mosaic G-R and G-B
color difference planes

Instead of interpolating the R and B color planes directly, we in-
terpolate the G-R and G-B color difference planes because the
color difference plane is much smoother than the original color
plane and it would alleviate the amplification of the estimation
error in the later resizing stage. Since the interpolation for G-R
color difference plane is the same as that for G-B color difference
plane, in what follows, we only present it for G-R color difference
plane. Based on the mosaic image as show in Figure 1 and the
fully populated G plane, the mosaic G-R plane can be obtained by
Dgr(ir, jr) = Ig

dm(ir, jr) − Ir
mo(ir, jr). Figure 3 illustrates the

pattern of the obtained mosaic G-R color difference plane for the
position depicted in gray cells.

The G-R color difference plane interpolation estimation for the
other positions consists of the following two steps: Step 1: inter-
polating the G-R color difference values of the pixels at positions
(i ± 2m, j ± 2n) in Fig. 6; Step 2: interpolating the G-R color
difference values of the pixels at positions (i ± 2m, j ± 2n + 1)
and (i ± 2m + 1, j ± 2n). For simplicity, the central pixel at
position (i, j) in Fig. 3 is taken as the representative to explain
the G-R color difference plane interpolation in Step 1. Simi-
lar to the interpolation for the mosaic G plane mentioned in last
subsection, the G-R color difference value Dgr(i, j) can be es-
timated from its four neighboring pixels with movement Ωr =
{(x, y)|(x, y) = (i±1, j±1)}. In order to estimate Dgr(i, j) more
accurately, the gradient magnitudes of four diagonal variations are
considered to determine the proper four weights. Given a pixel
at position (x, y), its −π

4
-diagonal and π

4
-diagonal weights can be

determine by wgr(
−π
4

, x, y) = 1

1+
∑1

k=−1 δk∆I
−π
4

dm
(i+k,j+k)

and

wgr(
π
4
, x, y) = 1

1+
∑1

k=−1 δk∆I
π
4

dm
(i−k,j+k)

, respectively, where

δk = 2 if k = 0; δk = 1, otherwise. Thus, the four weights of
the four diagonal neighbors of the current pixel at position (i, j)
are selected by wgr(

−π
4

, i − 1, j − 1), wgr(
π
4
, i − 1, j + 1),

wgr(
π
4
, i+1, j−1), and wgr(

−π
4

, i+1, j+1), respectively. Based
on the four weights, the G-R color difference value at position (i, j)
can be estimated by

Dgr(i, j) =

∑
(d,x,y)∈ξgr

wgr(d, x, y)Dgr(x, y)
∑

(d,x,y)∈ξgr
wgr(d, x, y)

where ξgr = {(−π
4

, i− 1, j − 1), (π
4
, i− 1, j + 1), (π

4
, i + 1, j −

1), (−π
4

, i + 1, j + 1)}.

After performing Step 1, the current pattern of the G-R color dif-
ference plane is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). For easy exposition, the
central pixel at position (i′, j′) in Fig. 4(b), which is obtained by
shifting Fig. 4(a) one pixel down, is taken as the representative
to explain the G-R color difference plane interpolation in Step 2.
Referring to Fig. 4(b), it is not hard to find that the pattern of the
G-R color difference plane at present is the same as that of the G
plane in the mosaic image as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the in-
terpolation estimation approach described in last subsection can be
directly used to estimate the G-R color difference value at position
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Figure 4: Two patterns of the G-R color difference plane. (a) The
pattern of the G-R color difference plane after performing Step 1.
(b) The pattern shifting (a) one pixel down.

(i′, j′). Consequently, the G-R color difference value of the current
pixel can be estimated by

Dgr(i
′, j′) =

∑
(d,x,y)∈ξ′gr

wgr(d, x, y)Dgr(x, y)
∑

(d,x,y)∈ξ′gr
wgr(d, x, y)

ξ′gr =





ξ1 if HP ′V (i′, j′) < αHP ′H(i′, j′)
ξ2 if HP ′H(i′, j′) < αHP ′V (i′, j′)
ξ1 ∪ ξ2 otherwise

where ξ1 = {(V, i′ ± 1, j′)} and ξ2 = {(H, i′, j′ ± 1)};
wgr(H, x, y) = 1

1+
∑1

k=−1 δk∆IH
dm

(x,y+k)
and wgr(V, x, y) =

1
1+

∑1
k=−1 δk∆IV

dm
(x+k,y)

where δk = 2 if k = 0; δk = 1, oth-

erwise; the parameter α is set to α = 0.55 empirically.

After constructing the fully populated G plane, G-R color differ-
ence plane, and G-B color difference plane, in next subsection, the
three constructed planes will be resized to the arbitrary-ratio sized
ones, and then the arbitrary-ratio resided full color image is fol-
lowed.

2.3 Stage 3: Resizing the three related planes

Based on the composite length DCT [8], this subsection presents
the arbitrary-ratio resizing stage for the fully populated G plane
Ig

dm, G-R color difference plane Dgr , and G-B color difference
plane Dgb. Since the resizing stage for Ig

dm is the same as that for
Dgr and Dgb, we only present it for Ig

dm. Let DCT (B(a)) and
IDCT (B(a)) be the DCT and inverse DCT on the block a × a

B(a). For the fully populated G plane Ig
dm with size M × N ,

we first divide it into a set of the image blocks, each with size
8 × 8, and the obtained image block set is denoted by ΦI

g
dm

=

{B(8)
m,n|0 ≤ m ≤ M

8
− 1, 0 ≤ n ≤ N

8
− 1} where B

(8)
m,n denotes

the (mN
8

+ n)-th block in ΦI
g
dm

. Then, the DCT is performed on

each 8 × 8 image block {B(8)
m,n to obtain the set of transformed

blocks, Φ̂I
g
dm

= {B̂(8)
m,n|0 ≤ m ≤ M

8
− 1, 0 ≤ n ≤ N

8
− 1}.

If we want to resize the M × N G plane Ig
dm to the one with size

q
p
M × p

q
N , the resizing ratio is said to p

q
According to the resiz-

ing ratio q
p

, first p2 blocks in Φ̂I
g
dm

are collected to be an active
unit which are surrounded by dashed lines in Fig. 5. In order to
achieve resizing ratio q

p
, the p2 blocks in each active unit should be

increased or decreased to q2 blocks.

For the active unit Ψ̂Act = {B̂(8)
m,n|0 ≤ m, n ≤ p− 1}, the q

p
-fold

resizing procedure consists of the following four steps:

Step 1: Each 8× 8 DCT coefficient block B̂
(8)
m,n in the active unit

is expanded to a (8 + z) × (8 + z) block B̂
′(8+z)
m,n by the
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Figure 5: An example of the active unit in Φ̂I
g
dm

.

following zero padding rule:

B̂′(8+z)
m,n (x, y) =

{
B̂

(8)
m,n(x, y) if 0 ≤ x, y < 8

0 otherwise

∀x, y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , z − 1}; ∀m, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}

where z denotes the smallest nonnegative integer satisfying
the condition: p(8 + z) = Cq, C ≥ 8. Consequently, we
have the set of zero padded DCT coefficient blocks Ψ̂′Act =

{B̂′(8+z)
m,n |0 ≤ m, n ≤ p− 1}.

Step 2: For each B̂
′(8+z)
m,n in Ψ̂′Act, the (8 + z)× (8 + z) IDCT is

performed on it to obtain the upsized image:

B′(8+z)
m,n = IDCT (B̂′(8+z)

m,n ), 0 ≤ m, n ≤ p− 1.

After performing the (8 + z)× (8 + z)-sample IDCT’s on all
the zero padded DCT coefficient blocks in Ψ̂′Act, the upsized
subimage Iup (=

⋃
0≤m,n≤p−1 B

′(8+z)
m,n ) is constructed.

Step 3: Then, the upsized subimage Iup is divided into q2 blocks,
each block with size p

q
(8+z)× p

q
(8+z), and the set of the re-

sampled image blocks is denoted by ΨRe = {R( p
q
(8+z))

m,n |0 ≤
m, n ≤ q − 1}. Next, the DCT is performed on each

R
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n in ΨRe to construct the resampled DCT coefficient

block R̂
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n

R̂
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n = DCT (R
p
q
(8+z)

m,n ), 0 ≤ m, n ≤ q − 1.

We thus have the set of resampled DCT coefficient blocks

Ψ̂Re = {R̂( p
q
(8+z))

m,n |0 ≤ m, n ≤ q − 1}.

Step 4: Finally, the high-frequency DCT coefficients of each block
in Φ̂Re are truncated by the following rule:

R̂′(8)m,n(x, y) = R̂
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n (x, y)

∀x, y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 8}; ∀m, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}

where R̂
′(8)
m,n denotes the left-upper 8 × 8 subblock of

R̂
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n ; R̂
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n (x, y) and R̂
′(8)
m,n(x, y) denote the DCT

coefficients of the pixels at position (x, y) in R̂
( p

q
(8+z))

m,n and
R̂
′(8)
m,n, respectively. Consequently, the resized active unit

Ψ̂′Re = {R̂′(8)m,n|0 ≤ m, n ≤ q − 1} is constructed.

After performing the above resizing procedure on all the active
units in Ig

dm, the new set of the DCT coefficient blocks Φ̂Z
g
dm

=

{B̂(8)
m,n|0 ≤ m ≤

q
p

M

8
− 1, 0 ≤ n ≤

q
p

N

8
− 1} can be obtained.

Consequently, the q
p
M × q

p
N sized G plane Zg

dm can be obtained
by performing the 8 × 8-sample IDCT on all the DCT coefficient



Figure 6: The twenty-four testing images from Kodak PhotoCD.

Table 1: Average CPSNR comparison for the three concerned al-
gorithms.

CPSNR ∆E∗
ab

q
p

q
p

2 4
3

Average 2 4
3

Average
A1 28.41 32.16 30.29 3.529 2.624 3.077
A2 28.61 32.57 30.34 3.416 2.503 2.960

Ours 29.12 33.58 31.35 3.194 2.342 2.718

blocks in Φ̂Z
g
dm

. By the same argument, the resized G-R and G-
B color difference planes, ZDgr and ZDgb, can be also obtained.
Finally, the resized R and B planes can be constructed by

Zr
dm(iz, jz) = Zg

dm(iz, jz)− ZDgr(iz, jz)

Zb
dm(iz, jz) = Zg

dm(iz, jz)− ZDgb(iz, jz)

∀iz ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,
q

p
M − 1},∀jz ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,

q

p
N − 1}}

where Zr
dm(iz, jz), Zg

dm(iz, jz), and Zb
dm(iz, jz) denote the three

color components of the pixel at position (iz, jz) in the resized full
color image Zdm, respectively; ZDgr(iz, jz) and ZDgb(iz, jz)
denote the G-R and G-B color difference value of the pixel at posi-
tion (iz, jz) in ZDgr and ZDgb, respectively.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, based on twenty-four popular testing mosaic im-
ages, some experimental results are demonstrated to show the ap-
plicability and quality advantages of the proposed algorithm. Fig.
6 illustrates the twenty-four testing images from Kodak PhotoCD.
In our experiments, the twenty-four testing images, each with size
512× 728, are first downsized to the p

q
· 512× p

q
· 728 sized ones,

and then the downsized images are down-sampled to the mosaic
images.

In the two native resizing algorithms to be compared with our pro-
posed algorithm, one of the two demosaicing methods proposed in
[5] and [3], respectively, is first utilized to obtain the demosaiced
images and then the resizing method proposed in [8] is applied to
construct the resized full color images. For convenience, the three
native algorithms based on the demosaicing methods proposed in
[5] and [3] are called A1 and A2, respectively.

Here, we adopt two objective color image quality measures, the CP-
SNR and the S-CIELAB ∆E∗

ab [4], and one subjective color image
quality measure, the color artifacts, to justify the the quality advan-
tage of of the proposed algorithm. Based on the twenty-four testing
images, among the four algorithms, Table 1 demonstrates the image
quality comparison in terms of the average CPSNR and the average
S-CIELAB ∆E∗

ab, respectively. From Table 1, it is observed that
the proposed resizing algorithm produces the best image quality in
terms of CPSNR and S-CIELAB ∆E∗

ab.

Next, the subjective image visual measure, color artifacts, is
adopted to demonstrate the visual quality advantage of the proposed
resizing algorithm. For saving space, we just show the visual com-

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: For image No. 23, when the resizing ratio q
p

is 4
3

, four
magnified subimages cut from the resized images obtained by (a)
original image, (b) A1, (c) A2, and (d) the proposed algorithm.

parison when the resizing ratio q
p

is 4
3

. Four magnified subimages
cut from the testing image No. 23 are adopted to examine the visual
effect among the three concerned algorithms. Figures 7 (a)–(d) il-
lustrate magnified subimages cut from the resized images obtained
by original image and the three concerned resized algorithms, re-
spectively. From the visual comparison, it is observed that based on
the same resizing ratio, the proposed algorithm produces less color
artifacts when compared with the other two algorithms.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new joint demosaicing and arbitrary-ratio resizing
algorithm for mosaic images has been presented. Based on the
color difference concept and the composite length DCT, the mosaic
image can be demosaiced and resized to the arbitrary-ratio sized
full color image. Based on twenty-four popular testing mosaic im-
ages, the proposed new resizing algorithm has better image quality
performance when compared with three native algorithms.
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